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amounts of power. It is claimed for them that they are free from backlash, vibration and objectionable noise, and very high efficiencies (up to go per cent) are guaranteed. These gears are for connecting parallel axes and must not be confused with spiral gears for non-parallel axes. For these see the section " Spiral Gearing.'1
fig. 222.
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214. Bevel-gears. --All transverse4 sections of spur-gears arc the same, and their axes intersect at infinity. Spur gears serve to transmit motion between parallel shafts. It is necessary also to transmit motion between shafts whose axes intersect. In this case the pitch cylinders become pitch cones; the teeth are formed E b upon these conical surfaces, the result-^:>'~'F ing gears being called bevel gears. To illustrate, let u and h, Fig. 222, he the axes between which the motion is to be transmitted with a given velocity ratio. This ratio is equal to the ratio of the length of the line A to that of B. Draw a line CD parallel to </, at a distance from it equal to the length of the line A. Also draw the line CK parallel toft, at a distance from it equal to the length of the4 line It. Join the point of intersection of these lines to the point O, the intersection of the given axes. This locates the line OF, which is the line of contact of two pitch cones which will roll together
to transmit the required velocity  ratio.    For
 ^,f<-   „
 , and if it
be supposed that there are frusta of cones so thin that they may be considered cylinders, their ratlii being equal to AfC and NC, it follows that they would roll together, if slipping be prevented, to transmit the required velocity ratio. But all pairs of radii
of these pitch cones have the .same ratio, * „ and therefore any pair of frusta of the pitch cones may ik* used to roll together

